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Advocates for the Oppressed: Indians,
Genizaros and their Spanish Advocates
in New Mexico, 1700-1786
MALCOLM EBRIGHT

Protection of the rights of indigenous people and the less powerful members of society has been a recurring theme in Spanish jurisprudence
since the time of fray Bartolome de Las Casas, the most famous advocate for the oppressed. Ever since the famous debate between Las Casas
and Juan Gines de Sepulveda ovef whether the Indians of the Americas
possessed souls and whether the conquest was legally justified-two
opposing views that have affected litigation between Spaniards and Indians, or other oppressed minorities. Sepulveda's view supported the
right or duty of a "superior" people to subjugate and "protect" a weaker
and "inferior" group, while Las Casas condemned the conquest as having no legal basis. I Peaceful and voluntary conversion of the Indians
was the only justification of Spanish presence in the Americas, argued
Las Casas, and since the Indians were rational beings equal to and in
some respects superior to Spaniards, they could not be required to work
for Spaniards and pay tribute, nor could they be deprived of their lands.
Sepulveda advanced arguments that included the idea that the conquest
was the most efficient way to spread the faith, that the Indians were
naturally inferior to the Spaniards, and that certain customs of the Indians were sins that justified the conquest in order to convert the Indians
to more enlightened religious practices and to protect those who might
be subject to them. Sepulveda seemed to have won the debate, though
there was no such formal declaration, since the practices he supported
continued, but the moral force of Las Casas' argument found its way
into the numerous laws and practices adopted by Spain to protect and
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preserve Indian rights. 2 The observance of these laws depended in large
part, however, on whether the Spanish system of justice provided for
effective advocates to assert Indian rights in Spanish courts.
In the valley of Mexico where Spanish rule was imposed on the
Aztecs, justice was first dispensed by the audiencia (highest court of
appeals) established in Mexico City in 1528. Indian litigants there could
rely on a small cadre of officials whose job it was to advocate on their
behalf. A scribe versed in Nahuatl would take down the facts of a claim,
then a translator would render the text of the plea into Spanish, and if
the matter was not immediately resolved, the case would be handled by
a lawyer. Since many cases were thrown out in these early stages, and
since translations often distorted the meaning of the original Nahuatl,
scribes and translators wielded considerable power in early Indian lawsuits before the Mexico City audiencia. In the next stage of the proceedings, lawyers would craft legal arguments to convince the oidores
Uudges) of the justice of the Indians' claims under Spanish or Aztec law
and custom. Procuradores (lawyers with less legal training than
abogados) handled this stage of a case by filing documents and petitions with the court. These lawyers, together with the scribes and translators, acted as intermediaries for the Aztecs, sometimes abusing their
positions. In 1591, the Juzgado General de Indios (General Indian Court)
was established to hear only Indian claims, as a result of recommendations of Viceroy Luis de Velasco II. Key among his suggestions was the
appointment of a protector or defensor de Indios to be the sole attorney for indigenous claimants and to be paid a salary raised by an annual
per capita tax on the Indians. Establishing the office of protector de
indios helped end the abuses of the earlier system, where translators,
scribes, and procuradores were able to parlay their status as intermediaries between Indians and the Spanish courts into excessive fees.]
Bartolome de Las Casas' appointment as the first protector de indios
established the precedent for appointing clergy members to protect native rights, but the extent of the protector's powers remained open to
debate. The primary question was whether these officials could investigate Indian complaints of mistreatment, or whether they were limited to
representing the natives in court. In 1575, Viceroy Francisco de Toledo
issued a set of ordinances to regulate individuals who represented Indian claimants that was later codified into legislation under which the
first protector de indios was appointed. By setting up a bureaucracy
dedicated to the protection of Indian rights, the Spanish government
allowed the Indians to limit Spanish dominance to some extent, but the
capacity of the Indians to challenge colonial rule at its root was weakened when they became part of the system. 4
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The Incas, Aztecs, and Maya all became skilled at using the Spanish
legal system to limit Spanish encroachment on their lands. In Peru during the 1590s, when a powerful landowner named Cristobal de Serpa
claimed vast areas owned by the village of Tiquihua, the villagers themselves traveled to Lima and obtained a decree from the viceroy keeping
Serpa off village lands. In Guatemala, the Highland Maya learned to use
documents they prepared in Spanish in order to force recognition of
their claims, retaining Spanish lawyers to make use of Spanish. laws
adopted for the protection of the Indians. In New Mexico, as in other
parts of the New World, the Indians' effectiveness depended to a large
extent upon whether they had adequate legal representation, whether
local alcaldes were sympathetic, and most importantly, whether the governor was fair and impartial in making his judgements. 5
Prior to the Pueblo Revolt, it is difficult to find a case in which a
Pueblo Indian is treated fairly in litigation against the Spanish, even
when the Indians were represented by an advocate. The pueblos were
caught between a church-state rivalry for power in seventeenth-century New Mexico, and in the ensuing battle for control of the province,
Indian labor and land were its most valuable resources. Besides the
power struggle on a political level, the clash of Indian and Spanish
world views involved a spiritual struggle that often played out in the
courts. Intolerance of Pueblo Indian religious practices and the ferociousattempts at eradicating sacred ceremonies of the Indians was one
of the causes of what John Kessell has called the Pueblo-Spanish war.
After the Pueblo Revolt, Indians and Spaniards reached an accommodation which has lasted to this day, whereby they bought and sold land,
and competed for scarce land and water resources in the courts. If they
were not always equals in this process, Indians and other oppressed
groups like genizaros and poor Spanish settlers on community grants
achieved major victories in court, often as a result of the assistance of
advocates for their cause and sympathetic government officials. 6
A protector de indios operated in New Mexico from the mid-1600s
until 1717 and reappears as a Spanish official in 1810. During the interim,
several self-appointed protectors like Felipe Tafoya and Carlos
Fernandez appeared in litigation as representatives of various pueblos.
The first Spaniard to hold the position of protector de indios on a perrnanent basis in New Mexico was Alfonso Rael de Aguilar, one of Diego de
Vargas' most trusted lieutenants. He took part in the Reconquest entradas
of 1692 and 1693, later held the position of secretary of government and
war under three governors, served as both teniente general (lieutenant
governor) of the province, and alcalde of Santa Fe, as weIl as protector.
Rae! de Aguilar's resume also included appointments as alcalde of Real
de los Cerrillos, the silver-mining camp founded by Governor Vargas in
1695, and Santo Domingo Pueblo. A native ofLorca in the Spanish prov-
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ince of Murcia, Rael de Aguilar had six children by Josefa Garcia de
Noriega, whom he married in El Paso in 1683. He is often confused with
his son, also named Alfonso Rael de Aguilar, who was somewhat less of
an upstanding citizen than was his father. 7
In 1704, Rael de Aguilar argued two important cases that involved
the property rights of San Felipe and San I1defonso Pueblos, respectively. In both cases the need to determine. the land owned by Pueblo
Indians arose because Spaniards wanted land that was adjacent to pueblo
lands. The extent of lands owned by the pueblos had never been clearly
defined. Governor Vargas had promised the pueblos protection from Plains
Indian raids as part of his effort to Christianize the natives, but no evidence of any official decree granting the pueblos specific property rights
has been found. Nevertheless, an area of land measured a league (5,000
varas) from the center of the pueblo in each cardinal direction became
the recognized norm in New Mexico for the land to which each pueblo
was entitled. The San Felipe case was the first to mention this so-called
pueblo league although a similar concept, the fundo legal, had existed
in central Mexico since the mid-sixteenth century.8
The San Felipe case began when Cristobal and Juan Barela Jaramillo
asked that the lands of San Felipe Pueblo at Angostura be measured
because the Indians "have more [land) than the law allows and it is not
fair ... [that] we should have nothing."9 Governor Vargas ordered Rael
de Aguilar ("the defender and protector I have named for the Indians"),
alcalde Fernando Duran y Chavez, and Diego Montoya, secretary of
government and war, to determine what lands the pueblo owned. After
all three visited the land in question, Rael de Aguilar argued on behalf of
the pueblo that the lands sought by the Jaramillos had been possessed
by the Indians, "since they were founded" and they had planted grain
and cotton there. The pueblo did not want the Jaramillos to receive a
grant adjacent to pueblo lands because the Spaniards would bring their
cattle and sheep and the livestock would damage. Indian crops. In order
to define what lands the pueblo owned, the protector de indios referred
to the pueblo league as "granted by royal law to the pueblo Indians."lo
Here the document ends with no response from Governor Vargas,
who died six weeks later, leaving the genesis of the pueblo league in
New Mexico somewhat of a mystery. Rael de Aguilar should get some
credit, however, for being the first advocate to make use of the concept
in New Mexico. It is curious that the San Felipe document is entirely in
Rael's handwriting, except for the Jaramillos' petition and the governor's
signature. Rael de Aguilar wrote the governor's order, though he was
not serving as the governor's secretary at the time, and drafted the response for alcalde Diego Montoya, putting Montoya's statements in
the first person and his own in the third person. He then signed the
response himself since Montoya "could not do it ... because he had a
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sore arm on account of a fall, and captain Fernando [Duran] de Chaves
... was not at his house." Whatever the reasons, the situation gave Rael
de Aguilar an opportunity to put words in the mouths of Governor Vargas,
alcalde Montoya, and the Jaramillo petitioners about the pueblo league,
whiCh would eventually become the standard for land ownership in New
Mexico's pueblos. II
Rael de Aguilar's involvement later that year in another lawsuit between a Spaniard and a pueblo shows why he was such a skillful advocate for pueblos. In September 1704, Rael de Aguilar represented San
Ildefonso Pueblo in a dispute with the powerful Spaniard, Ignacio Roybal,
over land on the west side of the Rio Grande opposite San Ildefonso
Pueblo. Roybal had received a grazing grant for this land from Governor
Vargas in March 1704, and he claimed ownership under this document.
The local alcalde, however, had failed to make the customary investigation or to notify adjoining landowners, and give them an opportunity to
object to the grant. If such an inquiry had been made, the grazing grant
would have been found to encroach on land the San Ildefonso Indians
had planted in squash and watermelons and irrigated by an acequia they
had dug. 12
In petitions presented to Lieutenant Governor Paez Hurtado, protector de los indios, Rael provided several reasons as to why the 1704
Ignacio Roybal grant was invalid. He pointed out that the grant to Roybal
was void because of the failure to notify the pueblo "by the nine publications within the period of nine days." Not only was the protector
familiar with the royal ordinance and with the custom that required that
such notice be given, but he also had personal knowledge that thepueblo
indeed had not been notified. At the time the Roybal grant was made,
Rael was serving as secretary of government to Vargas and the grant
was in Rael's handwriting. The second argument Rael de Aguilar urged
upon the governor was that San Ildefonso Pueblo had been granted the
land Roybal claimed before'the Pueblo Revolt and that Spanish officials
had set landmarks that showed the boundary of San Ildefonso. Under
the Recopilaci6n de Leyes de Reynos de las Indias, Indian lands were
protected from Spanish encroachment, particularly lands that were
farmed and irrigated by the Indians. But these laws were vague and
inconsistent and were not strictly enforced. Most irrigable farmland along
the Rio Grande had been in pueblo hands, and Spaniards routinely encroached on the pueblos prior to the Revolt. Vargas was caught between
his duty to protect Indian lands and his promise to reward those who
had helped him reconquer the province. 13
The third argument advanced by Alfonso Rael de Aguilar was that
San Ildefonso Pueblo was entitled by royal law to four square leagues of
land (a league in each direction from the center of the pueblo), whether
or not the Indians had planted the land or had received a prior grant.
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This was the second case in New Mexico to mention four square leagues
as an entitlement. Scholar G. Em1en Hall argues that the so-called pueblo
league arose out of provisions in the Recopilaci6n that established a
minimum distance,or buffer zone, between Indian pueblos and Spanish
settlements. What started out as a protective measure for Indian lands
soon became a property right, Hall argues-a right claimed by the pueblos in the form of written grants from the Spanish crown;· the infamous, and obviously forged, Cruzate grants. These two early
eighteenth-century lawsuits suggest, however, that it was Governor Diego de Vargas and his protector de Indios, Alfonso Rael de Aguilar, who
first established the norm of four square leagues as a property right for
New Mexico Pueblo Indians. 14
Though it became the norm, the pueblos seldom received the pueblo
league in full measure. In the lawsuit between San I1defonso and Ignacio
Roybal, acting Governor Juan Paez Hurtado directed alcalde Cristobal
Arellano to measure a league in each direction from the center of the
pueblo. On the ground, however, the measurements were a league to the
north, one-half league to the south, one-half league to the east, and
one-half league to the west, because "there was no farming land on
which to mark out the league in every direction, which is what the Indians were asking for, not woods, hills, not [land] which cannot be sown
and cultivated."15 Rael de Aguilar was careful to underscore in his initial
petition the entitlement of the pueblo: "the Indians, my clients, shall be
informed of the four leagues one to each point of the compass, according to the will of his majesty. The said pueblo of San I1defonso shall
mark out its boundaries and thereby disputes and litigations will cease."16
For San I1defonso, however, litigation did not cease. The pueblo was
involved in three more disputes over its league during the eighteenth
century. But Alfonso Rael de Aguilar's involvement in litigation as an
advocate had come to an end. He appears again as protector in other
capacities in litigation over the next two decades, however.
In 1707, Rael de Aguilar appeared as protector de indios in Santa Fe
at a general council of all the pueblos. But Rael' s report on the proceedings sounds too good to be true. According to Rael, the meeting came
about at the behest of the elected leaders of all New Mexico pueblos,
who wanted to be confirmed in their offices and to present any concerns
they might have to Spanish officials. After four members of the Santa Fe
cabilda (council) had assembled with the pueblo leaders at Rael de
Aguilar's house, each leader made a statement, either in Spanish or in
their own language through an interpreter. Surprisingly, no one had any
complaints; instead, the pueblo leaders took turns praising Governor
Francisco Cuervo y Valdez in exaggerated terms. They said that Cuervo
y Valdez had stopped raids on the pueblos by launching retaliatory expeditions whenever there was an attack so that the "pueblos and
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frontiers had become quiet and pacified, and the Indian inhabitants had
been avenged and satisfied with the useful spoils of war." It seems that
the real purpose of the meeting was to promote the candidacy of interim
Governor Cuervo y Valdez for permanent appointment as governor of
New Mexico by Viceroy Duke of Alburquerque. As Cuervo y Valdez
himself was adept at varnishing the truth regarding the founding of
Albuquerque, so also Rael de Aguilar was not shy in helping him lobby
the viceroy with exaggerated statements as to Cuervo's merits. 17
Though Rael de Aguilar was an effective advocate for the pueblos,
he did not always take their side. Since he held many important official
posts in post-Revolt New Mexico, he was sometimes required to take
action detrimental to the pueblos. While serving on the cabildo of Santa
Fe, he also served as alcalde and militia captain for Pecos Pueblo. In this
capacity, he was ordered by Governor Flores Mogo1l6n to destroy the
kivas at Pecos. Rael did this with ruthless efficiency, reporting back to
the governor that the largest kiva was demolished so that "there remained not a sign or a trace that there had been on that site ... any kiva
at all."18
Rael de Aguilar did not serve in the official capacity as protector de
indios after 1707, but he appears several times in a different capacity. In
1722, he was appointedjuez receptor (commissioned judge) by Governor Juan Domingo de Bustamante in order to mediate a dispute between
Santo Domingo and Cochiti Pueblos brought about by a lawsuit filed by
Santo Domingo over a land sale from Juana Baca to Cochiti. 19 On the
issue of the location of the boundary between the pueblos, both pueblos trusted Rael de Aguilar to make a fair and binding decision. The
erstwhile protector de indios had the authority.to call the two pueblos
together, conduct a hearing where he took evidence, and then issue an
auto declarato (explanatory decree). Rael de Aguilar summoned Miguel
Baca of San Juan Pueblo to testify to the location of the land his mother
sold to Santo Domingo. Baca told Rael that the deeds in question described the land as lying on the west side of the Rio Grande. After examining a 1703 grant to Juana Baca from Governor Rodriguez Cubero, Rael
de Aguilar determined that the Baca purchase was indeed on the opposite side of the river from the boundary dispute. As he had done in the
San Ildefonso suit in 1704, Rael measured with a cordel5,000 varas from
the cemetery of the Santo Domingo church toward Cochiti and then did
the same from Cochiti toward Santo Domingo. When the results of this
measurement indicated a gap of some 1,600 varas between the two pueblo
leagues, Rael de Aguilar split the difference and awarded each pueblo
an additional 800 varas. He then set landmarks and gave each pueblo a
certified copy of the results. 20
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As he had done in the San Felipe and San lIdefonso cases, Rael de
Aguilar recognized the pueblo league as the norm for the amount of land
the Indians could claim as their own. This does not mean that all New
Mexico pueblos were given this much land or that Spaniards were ousted
from the pueblo leagues that were measured. Reference to a current map
(figure 1) oflands owned by New Mexico pueblos shows that few, if any,
ended up with exactly four square leagues (approximately 17,000 acres).
But the Cochiti-Santo Domingo case established the principle that pueblos were entitled not only to four square leagues, but to additional land
if possible. 21
Rael de Aguilar was the most effective advocate for the pueblos
during the early part of the eighteenth century. His legal arguments set
high standards that were seldom matched by other advocates who worked
during the first half of the eighteenth century. Several other individuals
appeared as advocates for pueblos or for genfzaros in other lawsuits
during this time period, but with little success. One of these was Juan de
Atienza, who acted in two cases as protector de indios. The first, in
1713, required him to defend the ex-governor of Picuris Pueblo, Jer6nimo
Dirucaca, against charges of witchcraft. Dirucaca denied charges of idolatry, cohabitation, and witchcraft, but even with Atienza as his advocate
he must have felt his chances of acquittal were slim. Dirucaca worked
out a deal with the governor whereby, in return for a promise of pardon,
he agreed to reveal the location of a hidden silver mine. Escorted in
handcuffs by four Spanish officials, the Picuris Indian took them to the
Cafton de Picuris, where they found four veins of silver ore. The Spaniards were elated with the promise that finally a major silver mine would
"provide complete relief for this wretched kingdom." Dirucaca was released to a Tewa Pueblo of his choice with his only penalty the payment
of court costs. But Juan de Atienza had little effect on the outcome of
this case. It was the quick thinking of Dirucaca that swung the balance
in his favor. 22
Juan de Atienza again acted as protector de indios in 1715 on behalf
of Pojoaque Pueblo in its lawsuit against several Spaniards. This was
the only land-related case that Atienza argued in his capacity as protector, and it was never concluded satisfactorily. Atienza did not perform
well and was criticized by one of the litigants for his handling of the
case. It appears that Atienza's heart was not in it. The pueblo claimed
that in spite of the fact that Pojoaque had purchased land that had once
belonged to the pueblo from Spaniards, some of that land was still occupied by a Spaniard: Baltasar Trujillo. Pojoaque Pueblo was abandoned
in 1700, and grants of former pueblo lands were made in 1701 to Jose de
Quiros and Antonio Duran de Armijo by Governor Pedro Rodriguez
Cubero (1697-1703). When the pueblo was resettled in 1707, the Indians
repurchased both these tracts from Miguel Tenorio de Alba for a large
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quantity of corn, some tanned buckskins, woolen blankets, and chickens. But in 1715, part of that land was occupied by Trujillo. Atienza
argued that the land in question was irrigated and belonged to the pueblo
after the RevoltY
The case was filed with Governor Juan Ign'acio Flores Mogollon,
who appointed Alfonso Rael de Aguilar as juez receptor to assemble the
necessary documents and written statements and then forward them to
the governor for decision. Unfortunately for the Indians, the sale from
Miguel Tenorio de Alba to the pueblo was not based on a written document, although Tenorio's purchase from Jose de Quiros for 130 pesos
was documented, as was the grant to Quiros by Governor Rodriguez
Cubero. Without a written transfer to the Indians, however, the amount
of the purchase price, or even whether it had been paid in full, were
matters for debate and extensive testimony. Tenorio said the price was a
fanega of corn and a blanket from each household in the pueblo and that
only one Indian had given him a blanket. The Indians countered with an
itemization of what had been paid in lieu of the missing blankets: thirteen chickens, as many as five buckskins, and the loan of two horses. In
minute detail the Indians testified as to who paid what, and they stated
that Tenorio had been satisfied. But since nothing was in writing, it was
Tenorio's word against the pueblo's, and Tenorio had an ace up his
sleeve. He produced a decree from Governor Pefiuela (1707-12) compelling the pueblo to pay Tenorio the full purchase price. 24
The difficulty with the Pefiuela decree was that Pojoaque Pueblo
had not been notified ofthat lawsuit nor given an opportunity to present
its side of the story. Instead, Governor Pefiuela had taken Tenorio de
Alba's word that the purchase price was 130 pesos and that the pueblo
had paid only seven fanegas of corn and one blanket. As later testimony
indicated, this was only part of the truth. The pueblo claimed that Tenorio
was satisfied with the additional goods he had received, and agreed that
the pueblo had paid in full. He had even given the pueblo a written deed,
but later took it back. 25
Without witnesses to the transaction or written documents, Pojoaque
Pueblo was at a distinct disadvantage and subject to Tenorio de Alba's
every whim. Nor was the pueblo particularly well served by the advocacy of Juan de Atienza, who never made the kind of creative arguments
Rael de Aguilar did. Instead, Atienza's petitions simply stated the claims
of the pueblo (that it had purchased the land and had owned it prior to
the 1680 Revolt) and asked the governor to do whatever he deemed just.
Rather than vigorously asserting the position of the pueblo, Atienza
blamed the Indians for delaying the proceedings, and he failed to defend
himself when Tenorio de Alba attacked him for his lack of ability. To be
sure, Atienza was hampered by the fact that neither Governor Flores
Mogoll6n nor Governor Felix Martinez were particularly interested in
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the case. By May 1716, when the lawsuit had dragged on for over a year,
Alfonso Rael de Aguilar was the only official still on the case, though
his authority had lapsed. Juez receptor Rael de Aguilar reported to Governor Martinez that Atienza had left Santa Fe, "not having been able to
come to attend to [the case] as he should" and he sent the papers back
to Governor Martinez. 26
This was the last appearance of an official protector de indios in
New Mexico for almost a century. In the interim, advocates were commissioned on a case-by-case basis to defend the rights of specific pueblos or genizaros. For example, in 1733 Diego Padilla and Isleta Pueblo
took issue over whether Padilla's animals were encroaching on the planted
fields and common lands of the pueblo and whether the Indians owed
Padilla for certain poles taken from his corrals at San Clemente. When
the matter was referred to the pueblo, they executed a formal power of
attorney and appointed Ventura de Esquibel as their defense attorney.
Esquibel had appeared as a witness in the 1722 suit between Santo
Domingo and Cochiti that Rael de Aguilar had mediated and may have
learned something from Rael at that time about effective advocacy.2?
In the Isleta case, Esquibel filed a forceful petition that stated that
Padilla's livestock had damaged the Indians' acequia, which the Spaniard had promised to repair but did not. Esquibel asserted that Padilla's
livestock should be withdrawn from Isleta's lands both in summer and
winter, because even in winter the animals ate the corn stalks and trampled
the tilled fields, which made it difficult to plow in the spring. In response
to Esquibel's strong answer, Diego Padilla capitulated without a fight
and stated that he would keep his livestock off of Isleta's agricultural
lands and would give up any claim for payment for his corral poles.
Esquibel said that the pueblo was agreeable as long as Padilla actually
kept his livestock away from Isleta's cultivated lands, but he wanted to
be sure that the agreement was strictly observed. Esquibel told the governor that it was important that the horse herd have sufficient fodder
since the horses were used for scouting in the mountains and in other
capacities foqhe Spaniards in defense of the province. The governor's
final decrees in this litigation adopted the agreed settlement, set the
fines for violation of its terms, and set the fees to be charged for expenses. If any of Diego Padilla's livestock entered the cultivated fields
of Isleta Pueblo, the pueblo could seize the animals and Padilla would
have to pay two pesos a head to get them back. The expenses of the
lawsuit came to twelve pesos, including two pesos for Esquibel's power
of attorney, which was indicative of fees customarily charged in other
cases'in New Mexico. 28
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Because governors in the first half of the eighteenth century were
generally unsympathetic to the pleas of the various advocates forpueblos and genizaros, not many advocates appear in the documents. 29 Governor Gervasio Cruzat y Gongora in the 1730s and Governor Joaquin
Codallos y Rabal in the '1740swere so preoccupied with Apache, Ute,
and Navajo raids that they had Httle time or inclination to hear complaints from.genizaro or pueblo litigants. When individuals or their advocates mustered up the courage to file a petition, they were often
summarilyrejt:cte.d,as with the 1733 .petition that involved one hundred
genizaro Indians seeking their own land grant at Belen.
The .petitionwas filed before Governor Cruzat y Gongora by an
anonymous advo«ate'w,horepresented a group of genizaros who wanted
to form anew sett:1ement at Sandia ,Pueblo, abandoned since the Pueblo
Revo It. Thesegenizaros were scattered throughout New Mexico, some
living in Spanish settlements and some in pueblos. They did not otherwise identify themselves, and said only that they did not include any
servants of Spaniards. 'They signed their petition "los genizaros."30
Genizaro :Indians were a group comprised of various Plains Indian
tribes. The 'Sandiagroupin«luded Apache, Kiowa, Pawnee, Ute, and
Jumano Indians whose 'social status in Spanish society ranked at the
lowest level. 'Nor-mally, ;Plains 'lndian tribes captured and exchanged
genizarosinintertrib.alwarfare and then soldthem to the Spanish. During Cruzat y Gongora's term, the Spanish began to capture genizaros
then sell them to Jriendly tribes, who would later sell the genizaros back
to the Spaniards.Cruzaty Gongora prohibited this practice in 1732, but
it was difficultto·stop.31 The purchase of genizaros generally was condoned by the government .since Spaniards were required to christianize
genizaros during,the:time'they were servants, and then emancipate them.
It was not until :romas VelezCachupin became governor that land
grants were,madetogenfzaros,.and genizaro property rights on Spanish
grants began to be respected. Governor Cruzat y Gongora was certain to
meet ageni·zarorequest'foHandin 1733 with skepticism. To overcome
the governor'lLres'istance, thesegenizaro Indians who asked for agrant
needed an cadvocate. ;We do not :know why the advocate they picked
chose to remain anonymous, but .he seemed to realize that convincing
the governor 'wou'ldnot1be easy. This mysterious advocate covered all
the reasons -these,genfzaros deserved a land grant; he even included a
theology lesson to try.:to c'onvincethegovernor that they had become
good Christians. n
Theadvo.cate ~,began his ,case by expressing the gratitude of the
genfzaros Jor t4~;many ,spir-itua'ibiessings they had received through
baptisminto'the'Cliurch.!He then;moved into the temporal world, citing
the need to satisfyqjhys'icalneeds such as food and clothing, which
were necessar·yju11'der:piimings ofa·spirituallife. He invoked the biblical
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Adam and Eve story in order to demonstrate his point. In the Garden of
Eden, where everything necessary for subsistence was provided, "our
first parents, forgetful of so much good and benefit, lost the reins of
their disordered desire," and "were expelled from Eden and forced to
work the land for their livelihood, irrigating it with the sweat of their
brow."33
For this reason, the advocate continued, these recently Christianized genizaros were asking Governor Cruzat y G6ngora for their own
tract of land. He cautioned the governor that if their petition was not
granted, some among them might fall prey to the temptations of the devil
and revert to heathenism because of their hardships. He suggested that
the genizaros' problems could not be solved simply by ordering them to
live among the Pueblo Indians, for the latter were reluctant to take them
in. Besides, said the advocate; 'there were so many back-sliders, idolators, and witches among the pueblos that they would be a bad influence
on the genizaros. Here the advocate skillfu l1y reiterated the same arguments used by Bartolome de Las Casas almost two centuries earlier in
Valladolid, Spain. Las Casas said that "no nation exists ... no matter
how barbarous, fierce or depraved its customs may be, which may not be
attracted and converted [to Christianity]." This conversion should be
voluntary, according to Las Casas, whereas Sepulveda had argued it
could be brought about forcefully by enslaving the Indians. The status
of the genizaro in New Mexico was a compromise between these two
views. Purchased as slaves, they were taught Christian doctrine, eventually given their freedom, integrated into Spanish society, and given
the opportunity to own land. It was a bargain similar to that made between Spaniards and pueblos, whereby the Indians would receive economic benefits in return for accepting Spanish spiritual beliefs. The
genizaros were saying, in effect,. that they had converted to Christianity
and therefore the Spanish had to live up to their end of the bargain. 34
Genizaros were recognized as having personal and property rights
by the mid-1700s, but in 1733 they must still have been thought of as
indios barbaros, the heathen enemy. The advocate in this case attempted
to depict "los genizaros" as having stronger beliefs than the Pueblo
Indians through his allusion to a scandalous witchcraft trial that had
concluded a couple of months earlier at Isleta Pueblo. The Indian "el
Cacique" admitted he was the leader of a coven of witches that was
responsible for placing spells on the local priest and several members of
the Spanish elite, According to the testimony, they made dolls that resembled their victims and then pierced them with pins. The group performed this ritual after donning special robes and ann ointing themselves
with dust from a magical stone. As in other witchcraft trials in
eighteenth-century New Mexico, the Spanish inquisitors acknowledged
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the power inherent in these objects by insisting on confiscating them.
But whether or not the references to witchcraft by los genizaros and
their advocate was a good tactic can only be judged by the result
achieved in the Sandia case. 35
Upon receipt of the petition signed by "los genizaros," Governor
Cruzat y Gongora demanded that these Indians identify themselves in
alphabetical order, citing their names and tribes. The anonymous advocate for the genizaros dutifully responded with a list of twenty-five:
seventeen families and eight single males, far fewer than the 100 settlers
mentioned in the petition. From this list, Governor Cruzat y Gongora
learned the names and tribes of each of these individuals: six Apache,
six Pawnee, six Jumano, three Kiowa, one Tano, and one Ute. Once the
governor had the information he wanted, he wasted no time in denying
the petition without providing a reason. Cruzat y G6ngora simply ordered the petitioners to apply to him individually if they wanted to be
assigned to various pueblos. Since the genizaros had already indicated
that the pueblos did not want them, this was not a satisfactory solution
for them. Genizaro Indians did not receive their own grant until Governor Velez Cachupin made the Abiquiu grant in 1754, though certain
genizaros from Belen claimed to have received a grant there in the early
1740s. 36
Governor Cruzat y Gongora was also strict when it came to petitions
from the pueblos. In 1734, Santa Ana Pueblo attempted to purchase
lands from Baltasar Romero, which the Indians claimed as traditional
lands. Even though the Santa Ana Indians were willing to pay for land
that once was theirs, Governor Cruzat y G6ngora stepped in to nullify
the sale, deeming it "against the dispositions of the royal laws of his
majesty." How the matter was brought to the governor's attention is not
clear, since there is no petition seeking cancellation of the sale. The
governor apparently acted on his own, without a specific law prohibiting the sale, and in the face of a series of the pueblo's purchases from
Spaniards beginning.as early as 1709. If Santa Ana had had an advocate,
the laws protecting Indian property rights might have been invoked to
justify the sale, as Alfonso Rael de Aguilar had invoked them three
decades earlier. 37
The judicial climate during the administration of Governor Codallos
y Rabal in the 1740s did not improve with regard to Pueblo Indians or
genizaros. In fact, it worsened. Codallos y Rabal seems to have been
more concerned with keeping the pueblos and genizaros under control
than with granting them new rights to land and water. By 1739, the
Comanche had driven the Apache from the eastern plains and Spanish
settlements came under unremitting Comanche attack. The governor had
his hands full trying to keep the pueblo auxiliaries loyal to the Spanish
in defense of the province. In 1746, Governor Codallos y Rabal ordered
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Taos Pueb 10 to cease all trade and otber,'deaI:ingscwith,the' Comanche on
pain of death. Travel of more than. aJeague. ~rom; thepuebl'o without a
license, even for so innocent a purposeasisearchingfor:stray livestock,
was still punishable with the death penalty.. Durihg;the;ter,m·.ofGovernor
Codallos y Rabal, criminal charges were.·brought.' against- Indians from
Cochiti, Tesuque, and San Juan forconspidng, with•...theUte; and other
Plains Indians to incite an uprising~ 'Fhroughout!the' terrIl! of,Governor
Codallos, few cases were brought by pueblosor:genizaros.ontheir own
behalf seeking recognition of land.and,water rights;38 .
Advocates like Isidro Sanchez, who trie& to helt:> poor pe~ple obtain redress, were told to stop. Sanchez was o~d'ered, to' cease his
petition-writing activities or suffer the penaltyof a.fifty~peso fine and
fifteen days in the stocks. He was labelled' "a quarrelsome and restless
man who incites the poor citizens to fik rawsuits.bypreparing petitions
and conspiring with them" a year before Governor Codallos y Rabal
ordered him to stop. Apparently, Sanchez keptfiling.petitions anyway,
and he seems to have gained official acceptancl< later by acting as a
scribe for alcalde Joseph Baca. 39
Whether or not Isidro Sanchez encouraged litigation, by cracking
down on him the governor restricted· the rightto petition for redress of
grievances, a right protected in New Spain from the first few decades of
Spanish rule. 40 To see how far such rights were further restricted under
Governor Codallos y Rabal, one needs. to examine the. lengthy lawsuit
brought by Antonio Casados, a genizarofrom Belen, against Governor
Codallos y Rabal himself. Antonio Casados was a-Kiowa who had been
purchased by another genizaro namediMigueliHo, a-servant of Sebastian
Martin. When Miguelillo died, Antonio Casados: was sold· to Alonso
Rael de Aguilar II. Rael then sold··Antonioto, Francisco Casados, from
whom Antonio took the Casados name. Francisco €asados put Antonio
to work at a mine in Chihuahua, but Antonio soon, ran. away after a
disagreement with Francisco. Eventually, Antonio €asados ended up at
Belen in the house of Diego Torres upon. the order. of Governor Gaspar
Domingo de Mendoza. 41
At this point, there is a divergence between the Casados story and
the story of Torres. The latter claimed'. to be the first settler at Belen
when he was given a land grant there by Governor Mendoza in 1740.
Casados, on the other hand, said that prior to the 'Forres grant, there
existed a pueblo of genizaros at Belen' and:"that<he,.Antonio Casados,
had been elected their captain. Hehadsmage thelongjourney to Mexico
City and asked the viceroy of New Spain.to; recogniz~ the rights of this
geriizaro pueblo and to eject all Spaniards: from tneii-lands. The ostensible purpose of this lawsuit was to find"out whiCh story was true, or
rather, which parts of each story were true. Even.with,anadvocate repre-
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Odginal Drawing 'Ily Glen Strock, 1996.

senting theless"powe.~fuil~party,'however, 'learning the truth from conflicting 'stories -'Was,diff~cult1in'Hispanic litigation. In this case, it was
next to .impossiHle;mriimari-lY'becauseCasados did not have a lawyer to
represent him .
Casados 'had"angered Governor Codallos y Rabal because he had
traveledto~Mexico'Citywithout a -license. Casados presented his petition directly·to-th'e.y.iceroy, who assumed for the purpose of making his
decision that·there~wasjindeeda genizaro pueblo at Belen and that Antonio Casados 'was ,its ,capta~n.Worst of all from the governor's standpoint, Casad9s';h'ad~passed;'himselfoff as a Pueblo Indian subject to all
the protections; afforded by .royallaw, when in fact he was a genizaro.
The viceroy ordered the ,governor and alcalde to comply with his order
or pay a I ,OOO-;peso fine. Then .as further affront,on the day set for the
hearing, Casados appeared in Santa :Fe escorted by seventy Pueblo Indians. 42
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Codallos y Raballost no time in moving to regain the advantage that
Casados had temporarily achieved. The governor took the initiative in
the proceedings, fearing that he might have a revolution on his hands.
Because of the "scandal that has been experienced, from clustering Indians with noise and trouble from the pueblos," the governor put Casados
in jail. There Casados stayed, except when he was brought before the
court. This certainly would have affected how Casados' testimony was
received, for he must have been kept in chains and under guard during
the proceedings. Added to this indignity was the fact that Casados was
not allowed to testify in his own words, although he was fluent in Spanish (yntteligente ... en el ydioma Castellano). Codallos y Rabal ordered
Francisco Rendon to act as an interpreter for· Casados in order to punish
the latter for leaving New Mexico without a license. 43
Held in jail during both the trial and an indefinite post-trial period,
unable to testify in his own words, Casados never had a chance. He
lacked an advocate's assistance to help him frame his case as he did
when he had gone to Mexico City to appeal directly to the viceroy. There,
a lawyer named Francisco Cordova prepared his petition for him. In New
Mexico, Casados had no one to help him. He was not even able to complete his statement in court before he was interrupted by a vigorous
cross examination by the governor, who was supposed to remain neutral. When the proceedings concluded, the written record was sent to
the viceroy for a decision while Casados remained imprisoned. No record
of the viceroy's decision has been found and the Belen grant to Diego
Torres remained in effect, though several settlements of genizaros remained on the grant. Not until the administration of Governor Tomas
Velez Cachupin were genizaro rights to land recognized on the Belen
.
grant. 44
Governor Codallos y Rabal was probably no worse then many of his
predecessors when it came to deciding cases that involved Indians and
genizaros. In his favor, it should be said that he did perform a regular
visita general (official visit) when he set aside a month to visit all the
pueblos from Taos to Isleta where he listened to Indians' complaints
and ordered restitution where appropriate.
In contrast to earlier advocates, Felipe Tafoya tried numerous lawsuits over his long career in which he represented both the elite and the
oppressed. He began his career in the 1730s and by the 1750s-60s had
achieved substantial prestige and competence, particularly during the
two terms of Governor Tomas Velez Cachupin. Tafoya was something of
a jack-of-all-trades. He was active politically, serving as alcalde of Santa
Fe; religiously, serving as a charter member of the confraternity of
Nuestra Seflora de la Luz; and professionally, practicing law and medicine, though lacking formal training and certification in either profession. While building his career, he was also busy establishing a large
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family. Tafoya had five children by his first wife, Margarita Gonzalez de
la Rosa, whom he married in 1728, and six more by his second wife,
Teresa Fernandez, whom he married in 1750. Tafoya first appears as a
witness in several civil and criminal proceedings beginning in the 1730s;
by 1755, he was serving as a notario (notary) in the ecclesiastical court
of the vicar Santiago Roybal. 45
Tafoya is typical of a class of local officials who worked under Governor Tomas Velez Cachupin during the I 750s-60s. Velez Cachupin had
a measurably different view of the administration of justice than did his
predecessors, but it often took some time to impart these concepts to
his subordinates. Once the governor got his message across, however,
alcaldes and advocates serving under him b~came part of a team the
governor could trust and who knew what h'e expected. Officials like
Tafoya could then be effective, not only as competent advocates but
also as part of a system that was functioning effectively to administer
justice. 46
Prior to Velez Cachupin there existed in New Mexico a network of
alcaldes and other officials who often abused their positions by exploiting Pueblo Indians. Though charges might be brought against them and
punishment meted out, the abuses continued. For example, alcalde
Manuel Baca, his, son Antonio Baca, and Antonio's son-in-law Francisco Trebol Navarro were all charged with official misconduct over a
fifty-year period beginning in 1718. But this family network of local
officials who abused their office was temporarily curtailed by Governor
Velez Cachupin, when he relieved Antonio Baca of his duties and appointed Miguel Lucero in his place. In addition, when the governor was
forced to deal with alcaldes like Antonio Baca, he kept a close watch on
their activities and made sure his orders were followed to the letter. For
example, in February 1763, just a few months before he was ousted,
alcalde Baca was sharply rebuked by Velez Cachupin for deviating from
the governor's explicit instructions. 47
Tafoya suffered a similar setback when he applied to Velez Cachupin
for a land grant to graze sheep on the Rio Puerco in 1766. The governor
rejected his request, telling Tafoya that he should join one of the existing settlements on the Rio Puerco if he wanted to graze his sheep in the
area. Tafoya had been representing-litigants seeking relief from Velez
Cachupin for a decade-and-a-half, with some success, but the governor did not give Tafoya any special privileges, even though he was a
member of the elite. 48
To see how this network of local officials was able to act together to
advocate and implement better policies for the pueblos, one must examine cases like the 1763 lawsuit between San I1defonso Pueblo, represented by Felipe Tafoya, and its Spanish neighbors. Tafoya instigated
the lawsuit with a lengthy petition that cited encroachments on pueblo
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lands by Juana Lujan, Pedro Sanchez, and his son-in-law Antonio
Mestas, and Marcos Lucero. In spite of the measurement in 1704 of San
Ildefonso's four square leagues, encroachments had occurred almost
continuously ever since. In some cases, the Indians had protested when
grants of adjoining lands had been made, but to no avail. Felipe Tafoya
cataloged these problems, many of which had gone unresolved for over
a half-century, in the name of the governor of the pueblo, Francisco
Cata, the elders, and the common people. Tafoya identified himself as
procurador for the villa of Santa Fe, but later in the litigation was dubbed
the defender of the Indians. 49
Upon receipt of the petition, Governor Velez Cachupin lost no time
in resolving one of these problems. He ordered Lucero expelled from the
lands he had been occupying "without the slightest recourse." Apparently Lucero had purchased land from an individual member of the pueblo,
the pueblo had protested, and Governor Marin del Valle had ordered
Lucero's money returned to him after which he was to vacate the land.
Lucero had taken the money but refused to leave. Because Velez Cachupin
was familiar with the earlier decision, he acted swiftly in response to
Tafoya's request without requiring further proof. 50
The.governor's action was in sharp contrast to what transpired in
earlier lawsuits like the 1715 Pojoaque Pueblo case that Juan de Atienza
had handled. There, the Indians were required to testify interminably
about what they had paid to Spaniards for land the latter still occupied,
because advocates like Atienza were not particularly effective in arguing the Pueblo Indian's case. 51 In the San Ildefonso case, Governor Velez
Cachupin was satisfied without further proof that Lucero had to leave,
based on Tafoya's petition and on the visita of Governor Marin del Valle.
Tafoya's petition also achieved immediate results with regard to the
claims against Antonio Mestas. Preemptorially, Velez Cachupin ordered
Mestas not to settle at the Aguaje del Rio Grande under penalty of a
200-peso fine. Velez Cachupin's order was effective in keeping Mestas
and his father-in-law, Pedro Sanchez, from encroaching on San Ildefonso
land, but Marcos Lucero was another matter. He was still encroaching
on San Ildefonso lands in 1786 when Governor Juan Bautista de Anza
ordered him to leave. As we shall see, a new defender of San Ildefonso
Pueblo (Carlos Fernandez, the alcalde who accompanied Felipe Tafoya
in the 1763 San Ildefonso case) was instrumental in obtaining an order
against Lucero from Governor Anza. 52
When Governor Velez Cachupin ordered Fernandez to examine the
title papers of Matias Madrid and Juana Lujan and to measure the San
Ildefonso Pueblo league in 1763, the alcalde and Tafoya acted together
to carefully follow the governor's instructions. Fernandez measured the
100-vara cordel in the presence of Tafoya, the defensor of the pueblo,
its officers, and leaders. Twenty-two cord lengths were then measured
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to the east to reach the house of Matias Madrid and another sixteen-and-one.:...halftothe house of Juana Lujan. The next day, the alcalde and
the defensor measured a league to the north of the pueblo and reached
the house of Marcos Lucero at 4,372 varas. On the same day, Fernandez
measured the league in a westerly direction in the presence of Tafoya
and reached the house of Pedro Sanchez at 3,200 varas. 53
When the measurements were concluded, all the papers were delivered to Tafoya according to the instructions of Governor Velez Cachupin.
Tafoya responded several times and in great detail to the various Spanish claims. The claim on the east caused the most concern, since both
Madrid and Lopez were within the pueblo's league. Tafoya argued that
the Madrid and Lopez grants were invalid just as the Ignacio Roybal
grant was. Tafoya made the same argument that Rael de Aguilar had
made sixty years earlier, but by 1763 the theoretical right of a pueblo to
four square leagues had been firmly established and the advocate for
the pueblos could cite several cases to uphold that right. The arguments
made by Spaniards who claimed valid titles to their land, however, had
also gathered corresponding weight and force by virtue of the passage
of time. 54
Juan Gomez del Castillo made those arguments to counter the
pueblo's position. First, he said that whether Matias Madrid was earlier
determined to be within the pueblo league or not, he was never ejected
from the pueblo and therefore acquired good title simply by continuous
possession. Secondly, Gomez del Castillo tried to interject a technicality. He argued that there was a law specifying a minimum number of
Indians that must be living in a pueblo for it to be entitled to four square
leagues. This point was never taken seriously, however, because Gomez
y Castillo admitted he was not sure what the minimum was or whether,
indeed, such a law existed. His final point was the most telling, for it was
the unstated premise of every Spanish~Pueblo Indian land dispute since
the Pueblo Revolt. Gomez y Castillo pointed out that his ancestors had
helped conquer New Mexico and that he and his neighbors had served
in the militia at their own expense to protect the province from Plains
Indian attack. "It is a hard matter;" Gomez y Castillo stated, "that we
should become as pilgrims in this kingdom, and not as natives." Gomez
del Castillo asserted finally that most residents of the villa of Santa Cruz
de la Cafiada lived within the leagues of one of the pueblos, and if San
Ildefonso was successful in expelling him and the other Spaniards,this
would force abandonment of the entire area by the Spanish, seriously
weakening the defense of the province. 55
Tafoya reiterated his earlier arguments in a long reply, making two
new points before returning the matter to Governor Cachupin for decision. He vigorously objected to the claim that Spaniards who were allowed to remain within the pueblo league gained title by virtue of their
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possession of the land. Tafoya said that the Indians had objected to the
grants to Ignacio Roybal, Matias Madrid, Juana Lujan, and Pedro
Sanchez, and were generally vindicated, but the full pueblo league had
not been measured and Spaniards were not expelled. YeCSpanish inaction should not be used as a basis for a Spanish title. Tafoya also cited
laws from the Recopilaci6n to counter G6mez del Castillo's vague citation, pointing specifically to Law 20, setting forth a zone of protection
around the pueblos free from Spanish livestock grazing. 56
At that point, Governor Velez Cachupin had the issue squarely in
front of him. But his choice was an impossible one, since strictly upholding the pueblo league would mean evicting Spaniards with valid
grants. The governor therefore referred the question to Licenciado
Fernando de Torija y Leri, a Chihuahua lawyer, for an opinion. Almost a
year later, the lawyer replied with a compromise that took the pressure
off Velez Cachupin. First, Torija y Leri stated his considered legal opinion that the rights of the Indians and of the Spaniards were about the
same. The royal laws protected the pueblos from encroachment, but the
rights of Spaniards like Juana Lujan who had legitimate titles also had to
be respected since they were the ones most motivated to defend the
province because they were also defending their own lands.
The compromise Torija y Leri suggested was to recognize the right
of the pueblo to its four square leagues, but to allow Juana Lujan to
remain on the land and measure additional land to the north and west in
order to make up for the Pueblo's lost land. Since the rights of the Indians were about equal to those of the Spaniards, in Torija's view, this
compromise would be fair to both parties "without opening the door to
many cases which will arise to other pueblos under similar conditions."57
Velez Cachupin embraced the opinion wholeheartedly as if it were
his own. It was the kind of compromise he favored in other cases, allowing him to give something to both sides, while validating the sometimes
mutually exclusive principles each was endorsing. The advocacy of
Tafoya helped achieve this result because of his persistent urging to
adopt the pueblo league. Instead of a hollow victory such as Rael de
Aguilar's 1704 vindication (in principle but not in fact), Tafoya could at
least point to the defeat of the Pedro Sanchez grant and the Marcos
Lucero claim, or so it appeared.
In fact, as mentioned earlier, Lucero was still on the land twenty
years later when former Alcalde Fernandez filed a petition on behalf of
both San Ildefonso and Santa Clara requesting league measurements for
both pueblos (Santa Clara on the north, San Ildefonso on the south).
Since Lucero's claim was between the two pueblos, should their four
squareIeagues overlap, his claim was in danger. Fernandez appeared as
advocate for both pueblos, like Alfonso Rael de Aguilar had in the 1722
dispute between Santo Domingo and Cochiti over the measurement of
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their leagues. But in the intervening years, procedures had developed
to protect pueblo lands, like more precise measurements and better boundary markers of the pueblo league. Such practices had developed to a
point where the advocate's job was easier. To see how this worked in a
specific lawsuit, it will be helpful to examine the San I1defonso/Santa
Clara case and the role of Fernandez in resolving it.
Born in Spain, Fernandez served in several important positions in
northern New Mexico local government. During 1762-63 he was both
alcalde of Santa Cruz and teniente ofthe Santa Fe presidio. In the 1780s
he became alcalde of Santa Fe, one of the most prestigious positions in
New Mexico. He was also named primer so/dado distinguido (most outstanding soldier) at the capitol's garrison. Fernandez learned about the
procedures involved with pueblo litigation in the 1763 San I1defonso
lawsuit, so by 1786 when he was appointed defender of San I1defonso
and Santa Clara Pueblos, he knew both the procedure and the facts
connected with San I1defonso litigation.
Fernandez alluded to the long history of pueblo grievances that had
given rise to the petition he was filing for both pueblos. Santa Clara
Pueblo had not been involved in as many lawsuits as had San I1defonso,
so Santa Clara's need was greater, claimed Fernandez. Santa Clara's four
square leagues, which by the 1780s was well recognized as "the league
which the king our lord ... grants to each pueblo" had never been
measured and Fernandez wanted it done and done properly. 58
Governor Anza must have been aware that the method of measuring
the league and of marking each pueblo's boundary was in question, for
he specifically ordered that a "waxed cordel containing 100 varas" be
used and boundaries marked with lime and rocks. 59 If lime was not available, then cedar stakes were to be firmly driven into the ground to form
a circle or square roughly two varas around that was to be filled with
four or five cartloads of stone. Anza's order indicates an awareness that
the problem with landmarks in the past had been the ease with which
they could be moved. The measurement proceedings were turned over
to Alcalde Jose Campo Redondo, who was even more specific about
how the measurement of the pueblo league should proceed. In the presence of Fernandez and Lucero and his family, the cordel was soaked in
water because no one could find any wax. Then Alcalde Campo Redondo
appointed officials to hold each end of the cordel and make the measurement, and another official to count the fifty cordels it would take to
reach 5,000 varas.
The first measurement started from the cross in the cemetery of the
Santa Clara church. It headed in a direct southerly line to reach the 5,000
varas at a point where a landmark was placed. Then the same procedure
was .followed from south to north starting at the San I1defonso church,
reaching the Santa Clara landmark, and then overshooting it by
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thirty-nine and three-quarter varas before reaching the full length of
the 5,OOO-vara San Ildefonso league. The measurement completed,
alcalde Campo Redondo returned the proceedings to Governor Anza,
who then referred them to Fermindez. 60
Fernandez made the most of the situation when he argued passionately how incredible it was that any former New Mexico governor could
make a grant of land between the pueblos when there was no excess land
to be granted, but in fact a shortage. Any grant that was made had to
based on misinformation or outright fraud, he argued, but in any case,
these grants to Spaniards were void, and no length of time of possession could change that. In fact, he argued, no one lived in the house that
had been built on the Lucero ranch, and yet the Indians of Santa Clara
continued to suffer from the Spanish presence because their livestock
continued to damage the pueblo's acequias and planted fields. Therefore, concluded Fernandez, Lucero and his relatives should be expelled. 61
Then Lucero took his turn. First, he asked Governor Anza to give
him some time to look for his grant documents. Then, in a somewhat
inconsistent move, Lucero demanded that the pueblos produce their
own grant documents. Even more confusing was Lucero's attempt to
rely on the 1763 Velez Cachupin litigation in order to establish his rights.
Lucero said that a landmark had been located in the course of that lawsuit upon which the pueblos agreed which put his ranch 336 varas outside the pueblo boundary. In fact, the measurement of the San Ildefonso
Pueblo league in 1763 placed Lucero 628 varas inside the pueblo boundary. Finally, Lucero challenged Campo Redondo's recent measurement.
He said that the measurement had not commenced at the proper spot,
that it was made with an old cordel that was not waxed but spliced together with straps, and that the Indians were trying so hard to stretch
the cordel by pulling it that they broke it twice. 62
Based on Lucero's statement, Governor Anza ordered that the Santa
Clara and San Ildefonso leagues be remeasured in strict conformity to
his prior order. A waxed cord was to be used and the cordel was to be
measured in full view of all the interested parties, a step that had been
omitted during the earlier measurement. When the second measurement
was made with the waxed cordel, instead of a forty-vara overlap, there
was a gap of 236 varas between the boundaries of the two pueblos.
Alcalde Campo Redondo measured the Santa Clara league twice and came
up with the same result. Then he compared the cordel used in the first
measurement to the one used in the second and found that the first one
was longer "because the waxed cordel does not stretch and the unwaxed
stretches very much."63
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Original Drawing by Glen Strock, 1996.

Fernandez then had his chance to comment on the latest measurement. He had agreed with the first one, it being the most favorable to the
pueblos, and he was still satisfied with the second, even though he
believed that it was not customary to use a waxed cordel in New Mexico.
He did acknowledge that the cordel used to measure the league in 1763
may have been flawed as it was "made of lariats, ropes, and leather
straps," but in both cases, the 1763 and the two 1786 measurements
demonstrated that Lucero's grant lay inside the San Ildefonso Pueblo
league. Fernandez touched on all previous points and concluded his
three-page statement by referring to a law (presumably in the
Recopilaci6n) stating that land farmed by Indians in excess of their four
square leagues was also protected from Spanish encroachment. Since
the land between the San Ildefonso and Santa Clara Pueblo leagues was
farmed by virtue of an Indian dug acequia, Fernandez asked that this
land (which Lucero also claimed) be granated to the two pueblos. This
was the same result" as occurred in the 1722 lawsuit between Santo
Domingo and Cochiti Pueblos. 64
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Lucero would have none of this, and in his response to Fernandez,
he came up with still another argument that proved to be simply a delaying tactic. Lucero charged Fernandez with altering the second measurement by incorrectly measuring the cordel so that it was three-quarters
of a vara longer than 100 varas, which resulted in approximately thirty
varas over the 5,000-vara league. He also claimed that the witnesses
who were present during the second measurement would corroborate
his charges. But when Juan Ignacio Mestas and Cristobal Maese were
questioned about Lucero's latest charge, they both testified that
Fernandez had measured the cordel after they had measured it, and all
had agreed that the measurement was accurate. 65
By this time, Governor Anza had all the information he needed to
make a decision. He approved the proceedings that led to the second
measurement which showed a gap of 236 varas between San Ildefonso
and Santa Clara, and he ordered that the pueblos each receive the land
encompassed by these measurements. Finally, he ordered that Lucero
limit himself to the 236 varas between the pueblos and if he should decide to sell, he must offer it first to San Ildefonso Pueblo. 66
Governor Anza was even more careful than Velez Cachupin had been
when he set forth all the reasons for his decision. Velez Cachupin's
decree, which Anza mentioned, was based on the Chihuahua lawyer's
opinion, whereas Anza took the Recopilaci6n off his bookshelf and referred directly to the royal laws. He cited the law that gave a league of
commons to each pueblo, and another that provided protection to all
lands farmed by Indians. 67
Fernandez was unable to participate in the final step of this litigation due to illness. Instead, Juan Ignacio Mestas appeared on behalf of
the pueblos to oversee the placement of permanent landmarks. As Governor Anza had ordered, a circle of cedar stakes was driven into the
ground and three (not five) cartloads of stones were dumped into it. But
the Indians had seen too many so-called permanent boundary markers
moved, so they built a wall of stone and mud one vara in height as an
additional landmark. 68
Fernandez was instrumental in helping the pueblos achieve a favorable result in this protracted and sometimes dramatic litigation, so it is
too bad he could not be present for the last act. His major accomplishment was the clear establishment of the pueblo league as the land to
which a pueblo was entitled. Whereas Rael de Aguilar mentioned the
pueblo league as early as 1704, it had generally been more honored in
breach than in observance. Even in 1763, the Chihuahua lawyer had said
that the rights of the Indians to the pueblo league were no greater that
the rights of the Spaniards living within pueblo boundaries. By 1786,
however, Anza was willing to tip the balance in favor of the pueblos.
They owned the land within their league by virtue of royal law. 69
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The laws in the Recopilaci6n that defined and protected Pueblo Indian property had been cited by Rael de Aguilar, Tafoya, and Fernandez,
but encroachers like Lucero had ignored them. Lucero could do so because he was never penalized. Following Anza's ruling, however, Lucero
was subject to a 100-peso fine if he failed to observe any part of the
decree or attempted to move the landmarks that had been established.
Another issue that Fernandez was successful in laying to rest was
whether the pueblos needed to show grant documents in order to establish their property rights. Lucero had made this argument in May 1786,
but Fernandez answered that "It is useless to ask that the Indians established in pueblos present the grants to the lands which they justly possess, because the same appear in the laws of our sovereigns...." The
rational tone of this response impressed even the otherwise obstreperous Lucero, who agreed that the pueblos did not have to have ·grant
documents. Lucero said that he would accept the pueblos' leagues as
long as they were measured properly.70
Litigation between the pueblos and their Spanish neighbors continued until the end of Spanish rule in New Mexico and throughout the
Mexican period. An official protector was again appointed in 1810 at the
request of Cochiti Pueblo, whose representative, Jose Quintana, journeyed all the way to Chihuahua for action. Quintana recommended Felipe
Sandoval for the job and the audiencia accepted. Sandoval appears to
have been the stepson of Felipe Tafoya and must have gained considerable knowledge from his stepfather about how to represent Indian pueblos.71
The battles won by the eighteenth-century advocates discussed
herein were built upon by the nineteenth-century advocates like Felipe
Sandoval. The pueblo league was measured, landmarks were moved and
reestablished, and the advocates for the pueblos presented increasingly
sophisticated arguments. 72 The issues presented by these advocates
echoed the questions raised in the Las Casas/Sepulveda debate: Were
Indians and genizaros people with reason and Christian beliefs like the
Spaniards, or were they idolatrous pagans whose property rights should
be viewed as those of a conquered people?
In 1550, Spaniards had little direct knowledge of the New World
Indians for whose souls they contested. Sepulveda had never seen an
Indian, and though Las Casas had studied them extensively, the ethnographic analyses he published were not widely read, if at all. Cortez had
brought two Indians who were adept at juggling to Pope Clement VII in
1529, and in 1550 a group of fifty Brazilian natives performed mock warfare on the banks of the Seine for Catherine de Medici and her court. 73
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Juxtaposed with these rather incongruous events that provided little
basis for European understanding of New World natives are the lawsuits between natives and Spaniards in central Mexico and New Mexico
similar to those discussed here. In central Mexico, judges like Alonzo de
Zorita, who started his career as abogado de pobres in Granada, Spain,
continued to study Indians based upon first-hand experience. Zorita
believed, as did Las Casas, that in some character traits the Indians were
equal, if not superior, to the Spaniards. Accordingly, his decisions in
Indian/Spanish litigation were often sympathetic to the Indian position. 74
A similar attempt to understand the Indians of New Mexico occurred
under Governor Velez Cachupin, who described Pueblo Indians as
"humble, docile, and very capable of cultivating their fields, raising livestock, and thrifty and respectable in their everyday dealings . . . ."
Genizaros, on the other hand, were "perverse, lazy, and with such serious vices that they are most difficult to regulate and subdue, because
they and their families love the life of the vagabond, moving from one
place to another, causing much damage to the planted fields and livestock." But genizaros were better fighters than Pueblo Indians, and
were capable of change with proper instruction, according to Velez
Cachupin. 75 Their views about Indians as either wild and unmanageable
or rational and civilized moved out of this Aristotelian dichotomy into a
more pragmatic viewpoint based on direct contact. They came to see
Indians as did viceroy Mendoza, who said simply that they were "like
any other people."76
The work performed by Spanish advocates on behalf of pueblos and
genizaros in the early part of the eighteenth century was not effective in
protecting native rights. The p()st-Pueblo Revolt accommodation between Spaniards and pueblos proceeded erratically, depending on how
the sitting governor viewed the notion of property rights for pueblos.
By 1749, Governor Velez Cachupin and his bureaucracy of local officials
began to show more concern for protecting pueblo land and water. Procedures for measuring the pueblo league and for appraising and accounting for land sold to the pueblos by Spaniards were refined and expanded.
The methods of measuring land and marking boundaries became more
specific, including references to waxed cordels. The Indians became adept
at preserving evidence and biding their time before bringing a lawsuit
until a favorable result could be reasonably expected. They realized that
landmarks were likely to be moved, so they sometimes placed a hidden
landmark underground so that a boundary could be relocated even if the
above-ground marker was moved. Such actions anticipated a practice
followed today in northern New Mexico whereby state-funded brasscap survey monuments, used as a starting point in most modern surveys, are protected from removal by having their location tied to a buried
monument. 77
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The effectiveness of Alfonso Rael de Aguilar, Felipe Tafoya, Carlos
Fernandez, and the other advocates for pueblo and genizaro Indians in
eighteenth-century New Mexico is attested to by the fact that the accommodation between Spaniards, Indians, and genizaros that began in
the early 1700s is still going on, with new lawyers representing the pueblos who use the arguments and facts carefully developed by those early
Spanish advocates for the oppressed. Genizaros have largely disappeared
as a group, and Anglos have replaced Hispanics as the conquerers. But
the role of the advocate has remained constant, and it is to the credit of
the Spanish system of justice that advocates were generally available to
mediate social conflict in New Mexico. 78
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